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Abstract 

3D volume segmentation plays a vital role in many medical imaging applications by extracting the regions of interest automatically 

which make the diagnosis process effortless. Choosing the appropriate algorithm while designing an automated system for 3D 

volume segmentation is complicated due to their performance on 2D image sources like MRI, PT and CT scanners. In this paper a 

critical appraisal of the current status of automated methods for the segmentation of medical images is presented. Current 3D 

volume segmentation techniques are surveyed with a prominence placed on enlightening the advantages and disadvantages of these 

methods for medical imaging applications. Also, the use of volume segmentations along with the difficulties faced while applying 

them to the real time automated scanner are also described and future 3D volume segmentation techniques is also suggested in this 

paper.  
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), digital mammography, and other image acquiring systems 

provide 2D image slices for further segmentation and 3D volume construction. These technologies are purely depending on the 

algorithm they used for segmenting and constructing the 3D volume and they have greatly increased knowledge of normal and 

diseased anatomy for medical research and are a critical component in diagnosis and treatment planning. With the increasing size 

and number of medical images, the use of computers in facilitating their processing and analysis has become necessary. In 

particular, computer algorithms for the describing of anatomical structures and other regions of interest are a key component in 

assisting and automating volume construction. Methods for performing segmentations vary widely depending on the specific 

application, imaging modality, and other factors. For example, construction of 3D volume of brain tissue is different from kidney. 

The effect of noise present in the image, partial volume effects, and motion can also have significant consequences on the 

performance of segmentation algorithms. There is currently no single segmentation method that yields acceptable results for every 

medical image. Methods do exist that are more general and can be applied to a variety of data. Feature selection from 2D image 

slices is also a critical task. Selection of an appropriate approach to a segmentation problem can therefore be a difficult dilemma. 

This chapter provides an overview of current methods used for computer assisted or computer automated segmentation of 

anatomical medical images. Methods and applications that have appeared in the recent literature are briefly described. A full 

description of competing methods is beyond the scope of this chapter and the readers are referred to references for additional 

details. Most commonly used radiological modalities for imaging anatomy like magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), X-ray 

computed tomography (CT), positron emission tomography (PET) are discussed here. 

II. METHODS 

In this section, several common approaches that are using Multi – Resolution Analysis (MRA) for 3D volume segmentation using 

are clearly described. Also this section provides an overview of how the method is implemented, and discuss its advantages and 

disadvantages. Although each technique is described separately, multiple techniques are often used in conjunction with one another 

for solving different segmentation problems. The methods discussed here are 3D Thresholding, 3D DWT AND 2D, 3D DCT. 

 3D-Thresholding 

3D thresholding technique differs from the 2D methodology in the nature of thresholding process since 3D applies thresholding 

on all pixels in the volume rather than that in the plane. 

 Pseudo Code for 3D-Thresholding: 

Stack 3D data set into V 

(x y z)= size (V) 

//apply thresholding process for each pixel in the volume 

fori = 1 to x do 

for j = 1 to y do 

for k = 1 to z do 

if Pixel value is less than or equal to the Threshold value then 

set Pixel value is equal to zero 
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end if 

end for 

end for 

end for 

In 3D thresholding, if the values which assess the voxels that signify a particular object in the 3D data set are in a particular 

range without overlapping the background or any additional object voxels’ values range, thresholding method will be the most 

excellent means to segment such volumes by [1].  Voxels whose intensity falls between two threshold values are allotted to the 

segmented object or OOI. In numerous applications, the threshold values choice can be made depending on the basis of volume 

histogram. Spatial information is not considered in thresholding. As a result, the voxels of a definite object are not essentially 

connected. In other words, the OOI might be a number of entirely disconnected sub-volumes. 

 3D Discrete Wavelet Transform 

3D DWT has been employed in diverse image and video compression and processing applications. Encoding volumetric data sets 

generated by different 3D image acquisition devices such as computed tomography (CT), position emission tomography (PET) 

and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are a number of 3D DWT applications. Scalable video coding and noise decrease between 

frames of a video are the applications that we can name for 3D DWT in the field of video coding and processing. DWT is one of 

the major computationally severe parts in these image and video coding applications [2]. 

Applying 3D-DWT is not simple, the distinction between 2D images and 3D volumes is considered as the third dimension (depth 

or Z-axis). The 3D-DWT obtained after applying the 3D transform is depicted in Figure 1 where the initial volume is transformed 

into 8 octants (features) in the wavelet domain which are: 

LLL - LLH - LHL- LHH - HLL - HLH - HHL - HHH. 

 
Fig. 1: 3D Volume in Wavelet Domain 

 Pseudocode for 3D DWT on 3D Data Set: 

Stack 3D data set into V // V is data volume 

(x y z) = size (V) // returns the size of 3D data 

for k = 1 to z do 

apply 2D-DWT for each plane in Z-axis 

end for 

for i = 1 to x do 

for j = 1 to y do 

apply 1D-DWT for each vector in XY plane 

end for 

end for 

 Curvelet Transforms 

This section provides a mathematical background of 2D curvelet transforms. Curvelets are two dimensional waveforms that offer 

a novel architecture for multiscale analysis. In space, a curvelet at scale j is an oriented “needle” whose effective support is a 2−j 

by 2−j/2 rectangle and thus follows the parabolic scaling relation width ≈ length2. In frequency, a curvelet at scale j is a “wedge” 

whose frequency support is yet again inside a rectangle, but of size 2j by 2j/2. Different from wavelets, curvelets are localized not 

only in position (the spatial domain) and scale (the frequency domain), but also in orientation. This localization gives the curvelet 

frame with astonishing properties: it is an optimally sparse illustration for singularities sustained on C2 curves in two dimensions 

[3]. 
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 Discrete Curvelet Transform: 

Coronae and rotations, as in the continuous-time definition, are not particularly modified to Cartesian arrays, so it is suitable to 

restore these concepts by Cartesian counterparts; here, “Cartesian coronae” based on concentric squares (instead of circles) and 

shears. The region signifies one such distinctive wedge. Now the Cartesian window is defined as: 

Ũa,b(ω) =  W̃a(ω)Ṽa(Sθbω)             (1) 

Where: 

{
 
 

 
 W̃a(ω) − √∅a+1

2(ω) − ∅a
2(ω)

Ṽa(ω) = V (
2⌊
a
2
⌋ω2
ω1

)

 

∅ is defined as the product of low-pass one dimensional windows: 

∅a(ω1, ω2) =  ∅(2
−aω1)∅ (2

−aω2)            (2) 

And Sθ is the shear matrix: 

Sθ =  (
1 0

−tanθ 1
) 

Hence, the discrete curvelet coefficients are given in equation 

 Fast Discrete Curvelet Transform: 

The recently constructed and enhanced version of curvelet transform is known as Fast Discrete Curvelet Transform (FDCT). This 

latest technique is simpler, faster and less superfluous than the original curvelet transform which is based on ridgelets. Two 

implementations of FDCT are developed [4]: 

1) Unequally spaced Fast Fourier transforms (USFFT) 

2) Wrapping function. 

Both implementations of FDCT vary chiefly by the option of spatial grid that used to translate curvelets at each scale and angle. 

Both digital transformations result in a table of digital curvelet coefficients indexed by a scale parameter, an orientation parameter, 

and a spatial location parameter. Wrapping-based transform is based on wrapping a specifically chosen Fourier samples, and it is 

easier to execute and realize. 

The values of curvelet coefficients depend on how they are sided with in the true image. One can anticipate higher coefficients’ 

values while the curvelet is precisely aligned to a particular curve in an image. An extremely obvious explanation is provided in 

Figure 2. The curvelet named ‘c’ in the figure is approximately perfectly aligned with the curved edge and hence, has a higher 

coefficient value. Curvelets ‘a’ and ‘b’ will have coefficients close to zero as they are rather far-off from alignment with the curve 

[5]. 

 
Fig. 2: Alignment of Curvelets along Curved Edges 

 Fast Discrete Curvelet Transform via Wrapping: 

The novel implementation of curvelet transform based on Wrapping of Fourier samples receives a 2D image as an input in the 

form of a Cartesian array f (x, y), where 0 ≤ x < X, 0 ≤ y < Y where X and Y are the dimensions of the array. The outputs will be 

a group of curvelet coefficients CD(a, b, c1, c2)indexed by a scale a, an orientation b and spatial location parameters c1 and c2.  In 

this new technique, the exploitation of the ridgelet transform as a preprocessing step of curvelet was rejected, thus reducing the 

amount of redundancy in the transform and augmenting the speed significantly [6]. 

  𝐶𝐷(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐1, 𝑐2) =  ∑ 𝑓[𝑥, 𝑦]𝜗𝐷𝑎,𝑏,𝑐1,𝑐2(𝑥, 𝑦)
0≤𝑦≤𝑌
0≤𝑥≤𝑋  (3) 

Each 𝜗𝐷𝑎,𝑏,𝑐1,𝑐2is a digital curvelet waveform, superscript D stands for “digital”. These technique implementations are the 

efficient parabolic scaling law on the sub bands in the frequency domain to detain curved edges within an image in more efficient 

manner. As stated before, curvelet transform based on wrapping is a multiscale pyramid which includes numerous subbands at 

diverse scales. It consists of dissimilar orientations and positions in the frequency domain. Curvelets are so fine and looks like a 

needle shaped element at a high frequency level, whereas they are non-directional coarse elements at low frequency level. 
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To facilitate curvelet transform in achieving a higher level of efficiency it is typically implemented in the frequency domain. 

This implies that a 2D FFT is applied to the image. For each scale and orientation, a product of Uab“wedge” is attained, the product 

is then wrapped around the origin, and 2D IFFT is then applied ensuing in discrete curvelet coefficients. The discrete curvelet 

transform is illustrated in equation (4). 

Curvelet transform= IFFT (FFT (Curvelet) X FFT (Image))        (4) 

The complexity behind this is that trapezoidal wedge does not fit in a rectangle of size 2𝑎 × 2𝑎 2⁄  aligned with the axes in the 

frequency plane in which the 2D IFFT could be applied to gathered curvelet coefficients. Wedge wrapping method proposed [4] 

employs a parallelogram with sides2𝑎and 2𝑎 2⁄ to support the wedge data. The wrapping is made by periodic tiling of the spectrum 

within the wedge and then gathering the rectangular coefficient area in the centre. The centre rectangle of size 2𝑎 × 2𝑎 2⁄ effectively 

gathers all the information in that parallelogram. 

The following are the steps of applying wrapping based FDCT algorithm [4]. 

1) Step 1:  Apply the 2D FFT to an image to attain Fourier samples 

𝑓[𝑥, 𝑦], -
𝑥

2
≤ 𝑥, 𝑦 <

𝑦

2
 

2) Step 2: For each scale ‘a’ and angle ‘b’, form the product: 

𝑈𝑎,𝑏(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑓[𝑥, 𝑦] 
3) Step 3:  Wrap this product around the origin and obtain: 

𝑓𝑎,𝑏[𝑥, 𝑦] = 𝑊(�̃�𝑎,𝑏𝑓)[𝑥, 𝑦] 
Where the range for x, y and θ is now 0 ≤ x < 2a, 0 ≤ y < 2a/2, and -π/4 ≤ θ < π/4. 

Step 4:  Apply IFFT to eachf̃a,b, therefore collecting the discrete coefficientsCD(a, b, c1, c2) 

 
Fig. 3: Wrapping Wedge Data 

The curvelet transform is a multiscale transform such as wavelet, with frame elements indexed by scale and location parameters. 

Curvelets have directional parameters and its pyramid contains elements with a very high degree of directional specificity. The 

elements follow a unique scaling law where the length and the width of frame elements support are linked using equation (5): 

width ≈ length2      (5) 

Discrete curvelet transform in the spectral domain exploits the benefits of FFT. During FFT, both image and curvelet at a certain 

scale and orientation are transformed into the Fourier domain. The convolution of the curvelet with the image in the spatial domain 

then becomes their product in the Fourier domain. At the ending of this calculation process, a set of curvelet coefficients are 

attained by applying IFFT to the spectral result. This set encloses curvelet coefficients in ascending order of the scales and 

orientations. 

III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

In this section performance analysis of various schemes given in the previous chapters is described. Table 1, outer diameters have 

been used in the 3D medical volumes segmentation and the inner diameters error have been measured based on the thickness of 

the spheres edges. The error is increasing with respect to the increment of the sphere’s diameter. However, the 3D techniques, 

DWT and DCT transforms have offered the similar error percentage. Moreover, the time and computation complexity of the 3D 

DCT transform is increased with the increasing of the spear’s diameter. 
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Table – 1 

The Error Percentage of Spheres Diameters using Different Segmentation Techniques 

Spheres (mm) 10 13 17 22 28 

3D Thresholding -4.7 -7.15 0.08 -0.4 2.07 

3D DWT -3 -2.5 1.65 1.1 0.4 

3D Discrete Curvelet Transform 0.6 0.8 0.2 1.2 1.9 

3D Fast Discrete Curvelet Transform -3.67 -2.13 -0.8 5.75 4.35 

3D Fast Discrete Curvelet Transform via wrapping -1.19 -2.86 -1.95 3.65 2.37 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Future research in the segmentation of medical images will strive towards improving the accuracy, precision, and computational 

speed of segmentation methods, as well as reducing the amount of manual interaction. Accuracy and precision can be improved 

by incorporating prior information from atlases and by combining discrete and continuous-based segmentation methods. For 

increasing computational efficiency, multiscale processing and parallelizable methods such as neural networks appear to be 

promising approaches. Computational efficiency will be particularly important in real-time processing applications. 
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